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 Internet Work

The Internet works through a packet routng network in accordance with the Internet Protocol (IP), the 

Transport Control Protocol (TCP) and other protocols.

 protocol

A protocol is a set of rules specifying how computers should communicate with each other over a 

network. For example, the Transport Control Protocol has a rule that if one computer sends data to 

another computer, the destnaton computer should let the source computer know if any data was 

missing so the source computer can re-send it. Or the Internet Protocol which specifes how computers 

should route informaton to other computers by ataching addresses onto the data it sends.

 packet

Data sent across the Internet is called a message. Before a message is sent, it is frst split in many 

fragments called packets. These packets are sent independently of each other. The typical maximum 

packet size is between 1000 and 3000 characters. The Internet Protocol specifes how messages should 

be packetzed.

 packet routing network

It is a network that routes packets from a source computer to a destnaton computer. The Internet is 

made up of a massive network of specialized computers called routers. Each router’s job is to know how 

to move packets along from their source to their destnaton. A packet will have moved through multple

routers during its journey.

When a packet moves from one router to the next, it’s called a hop. You can use the command line-tool 

traceroute to see the list of hops packets take between you and a host.



  

Basic Hardware components

The basic computer hardware components that are needed to set up a network are as follows:

Network Cables

Network cables are the transmission media to transfer data from one device to another. A commonly 

used network cable is category 5 cable with RJ – 45 connector, as shown in the image below:

Routers

                                              

A router is a connectng device that transfers data packets between diferent computer networks. 

Typically, they are used to connect a PC or an organizaton’s LAN to a broadband internet connecton. 

They contain RJ-45 ports so that computers and other devices can connect with them using network 

cables.

Repeaters, Hubs, and Switches

                    

Repeaters, hubs and switches connect network devices together so that they can functon as a single 

segment.

A repeater receives a signal and regenerates it before re-transmitng so that it can travel longer 

distances.

A hub is a multport repeater having several input/output ports, so that input at any port is available at 

every other port.



  

A switch receives data from a port, uses packet switching to resolve the destnaton device and then 

forwards the data to the partcular destnaton, rather than broadcastng it as a hub.

Bridges

                    

A bridge connects two separate Ethernet network segments. It forwards packets from the source 

network to the destned network.

Gateways

                        

A gateway connects entrely diferent networks that work upon diferent protocols. It is the entry and 

the exit point of a network and controls access to other networks.

Network Interface Cards

NIC is a component of the computer to connect it to a network. Network cards are of two types: Internal

network cards and external network cards.

                        


